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II. French anthropological institutions between 1800 & 1940

The research team of the Centre Alexandre Koyré (EHESS-CNRS, M.N.H.N.) headed by Claude Blanckaert (7 rue Dajot, 77000 Melun, France) includes the following scholars and research interests, where specified: D. Becquemont (Darwinism, evolutionism); P. Beillevaire (Japanese ethnology); D. Belhassein; C. Bertho-Lavenir; G. Beuchet (colonial medicine); C. Blanckaert; J-P Bocquet-Appel; G. Boetsch & J-N Ferrié (colonial anthropology, esp. North Africa); M-N. Bourguet (voyages & expeditions, 17th-19th cent.); J-L Chappey; A. Chauvet (Corneille de Pauw, 1739-99); J-C Coffin; S. Collini (instructions & questionnaires for voyagers); R. Corbey (paleoanthropology & primatology); N. Coye (anthropology & archeology); P. Desmet (linguistics); M. Di Brizio (British anthropology, 1850-1900); A-M Drouin-Hans (gesture & communication); M. Duchet (Enlightenment); A. Ducros (paleoanthropology & primatology); G. Gaillard (institutions); K. Haoui (Aryanism, anthropology & linguistics); H. Jeanblanc (history of the book); M. Kaeser (prehistoric archeology); B. L’Estoile (French & British anthropology between the world wars); J. Lalouette; S-A Leterrier; B. Massin (German anthropology, racism, eugenics); L. Mucchielli (French anthropology 1870-1940); J-M Pambrum (Polynesia); J-Y Pautrat (anthropology & geology); A. Petit (positivism); B. Pique (medical geography & hygiene); S. Puccini; M Renneville (phrenology & criminal anthropology); P. Revol (Paul Rivet & institutionalization); N. Richard (prehistoric archeology); P. Riviale (Americanist studies); M-C Robic; A. Schnapp (archeology); E. Sibeud (Africanism); P. Siskind; P. Soulier (Paleolithic/Neolithic prehistory); W. Stoczkowski (paleo- & physical anthropology); I. Surun-Berthon; A-M Thiesse; A. Tricot; A. Vannoni (voyage questionnaires); H. Vermeulen (Dutch & 18th century ethnology); J-C Wartelle; F. Zerilli (biology & social science, c. 1900).

BIBLIOGRAPHICA ARCANA

I. Anthropologies of the South--Belatedly, we note the appearance of the first number (January, 1944), of a bibliographic bulletin edited by two of our readers, Esteban Krotz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán, Mexico) and Mariza Corrêa (Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil), entitled Antropologías del Sur/Antropologias do Sul/Anthropologies of the South, which will include historiography of anthropology. Although at present a Latin-American network, the hope is to include African and Asian scholarship--in short, those parts of the world traditionally the "objects" of anthropological inquiry, in which the discipline is now rapidly developing.
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